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A Christmas kiss between friends is simple, until it isn’t… Clarissa Chalmers Simmons’ world is in turmoil. After fleeing
an abusive marriage and her divorce, all she wants is to heal and create a calm, safe environment for her children. She’s
returned to her ancestral home and the comfort of family, which includes a trusted childhood friend, Roger. She finds him
handsome and sweet, but too set in his ways for her taste. With Roger’s encouragement and help, Clarissa takes on a
new position in the family business and gains personal satisfaction she’s never known. What she doesn’t plan on is her
and Roger’s ‘under the mistletoe ball’ kiss rocking her world. Roger Clarke, is the easy-going estate manager at Hartley
Castle and a confirmed bachelor. He has always been there in Clarissa’s background but recently has become her rocksteady confidant. Despite his long-held secret feelings for the flighty, beautiful and willful Clarissa, he has never acted on
them. He’s not a suitable match for her. After all he is an employee of his best friend and her brother, Lord Hartley. Even
if given the chance, Roger has no desire to become the rebound guy. Despite that, if he doesn’t act on Clarissa’s
passionate reaction to his kiss, he might lose his chance of having the only woman who’s ever stirred his heart.
This World Fantasy Award winner in the vein of Animal Farm delves into a lab worthy of a mad Nazi scientist—but run by
a brilliantly sadistic rodent. In the annals of American literature, there has never been a character quite like Doctor Rat,
PhD. From one of the most indispensable storytellers in speculative fiction, this biting satire introduces a narrator of
learned charm and humor, and a twisted logic that is absolutely chilling. Doctor Rat is a credit to his species. A survivor of
the most refined scientific experiments, now removed from the maze, he has become a valued and productive member of
the academic community. When he must administer a lethal dose, he comforts his fellow rats with his compassionate
slogan: “Death is freedom.” But everything changes when animals worldwide begin to rebel, refusing to accept their
proper places in the natural order of things: as test subjects, pets, or food. And only Doctor Rat has the courage to
defend mankind from the ungrateful animal kingdom. Hailed by the Los Angeles Times as “dazzlingly original” and
“occasionally quite beautiful,” Doctor Rat is a sly and stylish indictment of fanaticism in mice and men. “A truly
imaginative impresario . . . [Doctor Rat] teases your conscience with educated wit and versatile improvisation, not to
mention the casual flick of the tail about to be cut off.” —Kirkus Reviews
The Rebel Doc who Stole Her HeartHarlequin
On a world torn by war, two women discover a love that defies boundaries, challenges allegiances, and that just might
mean the survival—or destruction—of all they hold dear. Roshan O’Landha, a Gantharian resistance fighter, works hard to
maintain her cover as a wealthy businesswoman as war on occupied Gantharat seems imminent. When the Onotharian
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forces strike an overwhelming blow to the resistance, Roshan sends a plea for help to Kellen O’Dal, Protector of the
Realm. In the meantime, Roshan is forced to work closely with Andreia M’Aldovar, a woman she once cared for who
now holds a pivotal position in the Onotharian interim government. Andreia also guards a secret, one that if known could
cost her life at the hands of either the Onotharians or the resistance. As the two women struggle to prevent annihilation,
Roshan is given the only order she may not be able to obey, not even to save Gantharat—assassinate Andreia
M’Aldovar.
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with
pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes:
FIREFIGHTER’S UNEXPECTED FLING First Response by Susan Carlisle When stunning paramedic Sally starts work
at hotshot fire captain Ross’s station, their blazing attraction becomes one fire he doesn’t want to put out! PREGNANT
WITH THE PARAMEDIC’S BABY First Response by Amy Ruttan One stormy night awakened dormant passion in them
both! Now Dr. Sandra Fraser is expecting single dad paramedic Kody’s baby… A WEEKEND WITH HER FAKE FIANCƒ
by Traci Douglass Lone-wolf paramedic Zac should be the last man midwife Carmen asks to be her fake fiancé—because
there’s nothing fake about their attraction…
This the true story of an FBI agent, a US Army Colonel, a decorated hero of the Vietnam War, and a true patriot, working
to protect the country against enemies from outside and inside the US government. It is a chilling and disturbing tale of
corrupt activities, tragic consequences, and sinister individuals, who fostered decades of nefarious operations that only
served to betray and harm all Americans. The purpose of this book is to make the American public aware of information
from insiders about the serious misconduct in the three branches of government. This misconduct involves people of both
political parties who have inflicted devastating injuries to countless innocent people and upon American national security
interests. This book focuses on political corruption and government complicity, organized criminal activities and
operations, and United States involvement in foreign wars and the suppression of citizens’ civil liberties. Keywords – FBI,
CIA, Corruption, Richard Taus, Mob, Drugs, Americans, War, Army, Enemies, Vietnam, Politics, South America, Belize,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Columbia, Mexico, Guerrilla, William Sullivan, Mafia, Narcotics, Iran Contra, 9-11, Whistle
Blower
In October 1996, thirty Ugandan schoolgirls were abducted by the Lord's Resistance Army and disappeared into the bush
of Northern Uganda. The girls were raped and tortured before being forced to become child soldiers and sex slaves. This
was only one out of thousands of child kidnappings by merciless madman and rebel leader Joseph Kony. But for the
battered civilians terrorized by rebel warfare and neglected by corrupt government, this was the breaking point.
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Something had to be done—the world needed to know and their girls needed to be brought home. Kathy Cook's one-onone interviews with the surviving girls and their mothers make their fear, frustration, and suffering overwhelmingly real.
With exceptional insight gained from on-location research, Cook gives us an authoritative account of how concerned
parents, interfaith groups, politicians from Canada and the United States, and NGOs banded together in a struggle to
rescue the girls and to mobilize a people, their country, and a global community. An emotionally charged retelling of a
heartbreaking true story, Stolen Angels reminds us of the importance of faith, strength, and determination in the face of
adversity.
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulseracing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This WEDDING themed Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: #824
WINNING BACK HIS DOCTOR BRIDE The Hollywood Hills Clinic by Tina Beckett Dr. James Rothsberg must decide whether to
run again, or fight for Mila Brightman—the woman he never stopped loving! #825 WHITE WEDDING FOR A SOUTHERN BELLE
Summer Brides by Susan Carlisle Could Ashley Marsh be the only woman to lead ER doc Keifer Bradford from “I can't” to “I do”?
#826 WEDDING DATE WITH THE ARMY DOC Summer Brides by Lynne Marshall Charlotte Johnson avoids romance…but when
army doc Jackson Hilstead invites her to a wedding, she can't resist!
Sexy but dangerous! That's how the residents of Glenmore Island remember Conner MacNeil—and now he's back. He may be a
top-notch surgeon now, but the twinkle in his eyes promises he's still as rebellious as ever. It will take every ounce of his charm to
win over his patients…and his practice nurse, Flora Harris. Flora was convinced she was the only girl at school who hadn't been
kissed by Conner MacNeil. Now roguish Conner has returned, and awakens a longing within her that she just can't ignore. Conner
never imagined that Glenmore could feel like home—but is the rebel being tamed by idyllic island life? With Flora by his side it
seems anything is possible!
Ian Chalmers’s dream life didn’t include becoming the Earl of Hartley or the CEO of Hartley International Shipping, but he
obediently accepted the responsibilities when his father and older brother are killed. Duty to the Hartley title and business
reputation becomes his all-consuming focus. Ian’s world revolves around unending work and doing what’s expected of him. Then
a nerve-wracking, albeit completely fascinating, free-spirited female enters his structured life and turns it upside down. Allison
Moore is the American constructional engineer hired to direct the repairs on Hartley castle. Despite their instant attraction, Allison
doesn’t appreciate Ian’s high-handed control of everything in his sphere of influence. Still she’s determined to placate the vexing
‘master of the castle’ in order to get the job done, bringing her another step closer to achieving her life’s goal of having a home of
her own. Her strategy is complicated then frustrated when Ian’s kisses prove so delicious her treacherous heart undermines her
immunity to his charm. With the project almost complete and their sizzling interlude ending, Ian and Allison must decide what they
want most in life. Is it possible they’ve each been laboring towards the wrong goals? Could what they have with each other be the
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cornerstone of true love?
Following your heart… is worth the risk! When GP Andrew Mitchell signed up for an emergency responders training course, he
never expected to leave with a certificate and a night of memories with instructor Jenna Armstrong! Returning to reality, Andrew
juggles work with being a single dad, but staying focused is impossible with Jenna invading his thoughts. Their worlds are poles
apart, and on paper they should never work, but Andrew isn’t ready to let Jenna go… “I was attracted by the blurb description of
this book. I loved the characters though and the overall arc of the story. It’s a well-written book. I’m sure fans of Harlequin
Medical Romance will enjoy this book.” -Harlequin Junkie on A Pup to Rescue Their Hearts “I loved everything about Falling for
the Secret Prince. Alison has written great characters and managed to put in fun moments that leave you laughing. She’s
managed to pull at my heartstrings and make me sigh. I’m definitely looking forward to reading more books from her.”
-Goodreads
She’s Penna Carstairs. The Renegade they call Rebel. FMX-treme Magazine’s sexiest female athlete of the year. There’s no
rule in extreme sports she hasn’t broken, No gender barrier she hasn’t demolished. She’s the woman I met in a bar in Vegas.
The woman I illegally BASE jumped for. The woman I spent one insane, incredible night with. But now I’m screwed. Or rather...not
screwed. Because the woman I can’t get out of my head is the one woman I can never touch again. I’m Dr. Cruz Delgado—the
youngest professor on this campus, And Penelope Carstairs just walked into my class. Each book in The Renegades series is a
standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Wilder Book #2 Nova Book #3 Rebel
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulseracing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: WHITE CHRISTMAS FOR
THE SINGLE MOM Christmas Miracles in Maternity by Susanne Hampton Will single mom Juliet Turner's chemistry with Dr.
Charlie Warren make this a Christmas to remember? PLAYBOY ON HER CHRISTMAS LIST The London Primary Hospital by
Carol Marinelli Snowed in with Holly Jacobs, playboy doc Daniel Chandler wonders if their connection is for life—not just for
Christmas… THE DOCTOR'S SLEIGH BELL PROPOSAL by Susan Carlisle Could Ellen Cox's desire for her handsome boss,
Chance Freeman, lead to a very special Christmas proposal? Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn
points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
"Protected by her ice queen facade and wearing her designer suits as armor, heart surgeon Michelle Ross is always in control.
Then maverick anesthesiologist Ty Smith sweeps into her operating theater and ruffles her well-groomed feathers! He is her
complete opposite, but even Michelle isn't immune to his charms, especially when she starts to see the real Ty. She knows that
he'll soon be back on his sleek black motorcycle, out on the road again, but can she stop her heart from leaving with him?"--p. [4]
of cover.

I never thought I’d see her again. We shared one hot night together back in college before our paths took us in different
directions. But now, the most brilliant and beautiful woman I’ve ever met is back in my life. And the chemistry I
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remember? It’s more combustible than ever. Except…our fling is forbidden and must exist only in secret. Her rules, not
mine. I can’t be her forever. I’m not that guy, and even she knows it. But I can’t stay away from her either. I’m
determined to claim not just her body but her heart, even if that’s the one thing she’s vowed not to give me. A sweet and
bananas-sexy hockey romance you do not want to miss! Grab this sizzling standalone today from New York Times
bestselling author, Kendall Ryan and you’ll automatically get a FREE bonus scene in his point of view that you won’t
want to miss!
Her irresistible rival For years Katie has run her small Scottish community hospital, so she is not impressed when the bad
boy from her past comes back to stake his claim on her position! Ross McGregor might have been from the wrong side of
the tracks once, but the former army doc has developed a charm that's as sharply honed as his medical skills. Katie
tends to fiercely protect her dream job—but why does she find her mind wandering to thoughts of the handsome doctor
who's back in her life?
In a richly developed fictional universe, Doctor Who, a wandering survivor of a once-powerful alien civilization, possesses
powers beyond human comprehension. He can bend the fabric of time and space with his TARDIS, alter the destiny of
worlds, and drive entire species into extinction. The good doctor’s eleven “regenerations” and fifty years’ worth of
adventures make him the longest-lived hero in science-fiction television. In The Language of Doctor Who: From
Shakespeare to Alien Tongues, Jason Barr and Camille D. G. Mustachio present several essays that use language as an
entry point into the character and his universe. Ranging from the original to the rebooted television series—through the
adventures of the first eleven Doctors—these essays explore how written and spoken language have been used to define
the Doctor’s ever-changing identities, shape his relationships with his many companions, and give him power over his
enemies—even the implacable Daleks. Individual essays focus on fairy tales, myths, medical-travel narratives, nursery
rhymes, and, of course, Shakespeare. Contributors consider how the Doctor’s companions speak with him through
graffiti, how the Doctor himself uses postmodern linguistics to communicate with alien species, and how language both
unites and divides fans of classic Who and new Who as they try to converse with each other. Broad in scope, innovative
in approach, and informed by a deep affection for the program, TheLanguage of Doctor Who will appeal to scholars of
science fiction, television, and language, as well as to fans looking for a new perspective on their favorite Time Lord.
The Debating Society of the Königsberg University was sitting. The subject for the occasion was of a trivial nature, but
lent itself to keen and heated argument. The whole afternoon had been occupied with the speeches of the minor lights of
the society, and now only the two opposing leaders remained to make their closing speeches before the division took
place. Young Osterberg, the leader of the "Ayes," rose to his feet. His remarks were sound and clear, and his arguments,
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to many, conclusive. After he had occupied the attention of the assembly for nearly twenty minutes, he sat down amidst
the plaudits of his own side, to await the speech from the leader of the Opposition. At that moment a voice, distinctly
audible above the buzz of conversation that followed, spoke in a loud, unpleasant tone, evidently intended for the whole
room to hear. "'Tis a pity certain positions are not filled by fellows capable of thinking and arguing logically. Such rot I
have never before listened to. Come, Maurice, let us go to the club rooms, we shall find better entertainment there." And
the two men rose from their seats and moved towards the door. Before they reached it the voice of the President stopped
them, and in sharp, incisive tones called them to order. "Such words," he said, "are against the rules of the society and
must be withdrawn, or the laws which govern the Association will be enforced and the speaker's name struck off the list
of membership." John Landauer, the man who had uttered the offensive words, turned on hearing the President's
mandate. With flashing eyes he glanced in the direction of Osterberg. "My words may have been untimely as uttered in
this room, and for that I apologize; but my opinion of the last speaker, friend Osterberg, remains the same, and what I am
not allowed to express here I shall take the earliest opportunity of doing elsewhere."
His surprise Christmas promise Dr. Ellen Cox goes to South America to break the shackles of her confined life. But she
never imagined replacing them with bonds of desire for her new hotshot boss—Chance Freeman! Guarded Chance,
although sorely tempted, tries to keep Ellen at a distance—and when the dangers of their jobs are ramped up, he sends
her home to safety. Then he realizes his mistake and heads for snowy New York, determined to win Ellen with a very
special Christmas proposal!
At over 90,000 words, this is the most comprehensive guide yet published to the 2011 season of Doctor Who. This series
of Doctor Who had the greatest ambition yet, as Steven Moffat created the most complex Doctor Who story arc ever. The
apparent death of the Doctor in the very first episode set the groundwork for a series full of other shocks and revelations
(such as River Song's identity), which ended with a return to the essential mystery that has always underpinned the
programme. The format of this book is the same as the one that we laid out in our previous guide to Matt Smith's first
series as the Doctor. Steven Cooper has written excellent detailed analyses of each episode, which he published online
soon after each episode was broadcast, thus providing an invaluable record of how a long-standing fan reacted to each
twist of the plot as it occurred. Kevin Mahoney follows Steven's analyses with his reviews, which he wrote from the
perspective of having watched the entire series. This enabled Kevin to gauge exactly how Steven Moffat had put this
season together, and to assess the success of his various hoodwinks and sleights of hand. There have been various
controversies this series, such as Moffat's novel move to split the series in half. Then there were murmurings of
discontent within fandom when the news that there might be fewer than 14 episodes in 2012 leaked out, along with the
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perennial erroneous tales from the newspapers about the loss of viewing figures. The cancellation of Doctor Who
Confidential left some fans fearing for the future of such an expensive show in austere times. Others have gone further
than this, to suggest that Doctor Who itself needs a break. However, despite some minor blips in the storytelling
department in 2011, this book argues that there is still a great deal to be positive about in Doctor Who. While we haven't
quite yet reached another golden age for the programme, the authors of this book believe that the potential is still very
much there to achieve this.
This book is a thorough study of all known guerrilla operations in Civil War Missouri during 1863, the middle year of the
war. This work explores the tactics with which each side attempted to gain advantage, with regional differences as
influenced by the personalities of local commanders. An enormous variety of sources—military and government records,
private accounts, county and other local histories, period and later newspapers, and secondary sources published after
the war—are used to identify which Southern partisan leaders and groups operated in which areas of Missouri, and to
describe how they operated and how their kinds of warfare evolved. The actions of Southern guerrilla forces and
Confederate behind-enemy-lines recruiters are presented chronologically by region so that readers may see the
relationship of seemingly isolated events to other events over a period of time in a given area. The counter-actions of an
array of different types of Union troops are also covered to show how differences in training, leadership, and experiences
affected behaviors and actions in the field.
From shy Cinderella… To convenient princess! For sensible Dr. Laurel Martin, heading up a new lab for royal doc Sheikh Tariq Al Marktum is
the chance to conduct the study of a lifetime. But to protect Laurel from the scandal her presence in his palace will cause, Tariq has his own
condition—a paper marriage! Swept into his desert kingdom, passion overtakes the convenient couple, but can Laurel find her place in Tariq’s
world—and his heart? “Adorable, heartwarming and seductive all rolled into one! The characters and story line drew me in from the first page,
and kept my attention throughout.” — Goodreads on A Daddy Sent by Santa “With a unique storyline and likable characters, this book and the
author do not disappoint. It’s a tumultuous but satisfying journey…and I wholeheartedly enjoyed the ending.” — Goodreads on The Brooding
Surgeon’s Baby Bombshell
The soldiers and civilians who participated in the Patriot War, fought between 1837 and 1842, hoped to free Canada from supposed British
tyranny, as the United States had done just over half a century before. Despite heavy losses throughout, the American and Canadian
"Patriots" refused to give up their noble cause. The Patriots launched at least thirteen raids on Upper Canada from the American border
states. The western front, which spanned the British colony from Ohio and Michigan in western Lake Erie and along the Detroit River, saw
some of the fiercest fighting, including the failed 1838 Battle of Windsor. In the wake of this engagement, many Canadians were outraged at
the retaliatory hangings, while Americans protested the transport of their kin to the Tasmanian penal colony. With stories from both sides of
the border, historian Shaun J. McLaughlin recalls the triumphs and sacrifices of the doomed Patriots.
A chance to mend her body… A doc to heal her heart? In this Pups that Make Miracles story, search-and-rescue worker Cassandra Bellow
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arrives at Heatherglen Clinic injured and reeling from the loss of her faithful rescue dog. But a Christmas romance with the gorgeous clinic
manager, Dr. Lyle Sinclair, along with Heatherglen’s adorable therapy dogs, restores Cass’s lust for life. Except soon she must return to
America—unless guarded Lyle asks her to stay… Pups that Make Miracles quartet Book 1 – Highland Doc’s Christmas Rescue Book 2 –
Festive Fling with the Single Dad Look out for the next books, coming soon: Book 3 – Making Christmas Special Again Book 4 – Their OneNight Christmas Gift “I absolutely love Ms. Carlisle’s writing style. It’s sublime and every book I’ve read by her has been captivating, fastpaced, filled with wonderful characters that have kept me entertained from start to finish.... Really, right from the beginning of this story I was
completely hooked....” —Harlequin Junkie on The Sheikh Doc's Marriage Bargain “Emotional, well-written and a joy to read, the author gives
the reader a front row seat as the heartwarming, slow-burning romance unfolds. I was swept up in the high-octane drama and devoured every
word! Overall, the story was cute and romantic with plenty good times to keep me hooked.” —Goodreads on Nurse to Forever Mom
An expanded edition of the critical history of Doctor Who covering the series' 45 years, from creation to triumphant rebootOpening with an indepth account of the creation of the series in the early 1960s, each decade of the show is tackled through a unique political and pop cultural
historical viewpoint, exploring the links between contemporary Britain and the stories Doctor Who told, and how such links kept the show
popular with a mass television audience. This book reveals how Doctor Who is at its strongest when it reflects the political and cultural
concerns of a mass audience (the 1960s, 1970s, and 21st Century), and at its weakest when catering to a narrow fan-based audience (as in
the 1980s). Chapters range from discussions on the cultural and political relevance of Doctor Who monsters like the Daleks (based on
lingering wartime fears) and the Cybermen (1960s spare part replacement surgery), through to themes like energy and the environment in the
1970s (Doctor Who stories tackled big real-life themes in a fantasy format and so connected with a mass audience). The book also
addresses the cancellation of the show in the late 1980s (following the series becoming increasing self-obsessed) and the ways in which a
narrowly-focused dedicated fandom contributed to the show's demise and yet was also instrumental in its regeneration for the 21st century
under Russell T. Davies, and analyzes the new series to reveal what has made it so popular, reflecting real world issues like consumerism
and dieting.
From temporary fling… …to baby bump! Labor and delivery nurse Amanda is in Sydney for work, not to be distracted by “the baby
whisperer”—neonatal specialist Dr. Lucius West. But Amanda loves a challenge—especially an intriguing, handsome one. Their fiery clashes in
the OR soon turn into passion in the bedroom. But there are consequences to Amanda and Lucius’s insatiable desire…and they’ll have nine
months to face them! A Miracles in the Making novel Miracles in the Making duet Book 1 — Risking Her Heart on the Single Dad by Annie
O’Neil Book 2 — The Neonatal Doc’s Baby Surprise “With its interesting setting, original characters, and very engrossing storyline, Highland
Doc’s Christmas Rescue is constantly engaging…a highly entertaining medical romance that will long be remembered.” —Goodreads “I
absolutely love Ms. Carlisle’s writing style. It’s sublime and every book I’ve read by her has been captivating, fast-paced, filled with
wonderful characters that have kept me entertained from start to finish…. Really, right from the beginning of this story I was completely
hooked….” —Harlequin Junkie on The Sheikh Doc’s Marriage Bargain
The Rebel Doc Who Stole Her Heart - Protected by her ice queen facade, heart surgeon Michelle is always in control. Then maverick
anaesthesiologist Ty sweeps in and ruffles her well-groomed feathers He is her complete opposite, but even Michelle isn't immune to his
charms - especially when she sees the real Ty. She knows that he'll be leaving soon, but can she stop her heart from leaving with him...? -Her Hard to Resist Husband - Dr Tracy Hinton has spent years trying (and failing) to forget her sexy husband Ben Almeria. But when disaster
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hits, she needs his unrivalled medical expertise. Surely she can keep things strictly professional and temporarily put aside their differences?
Yet there's no denying their sizzling attraction and Ben has always been so hard to resist...
From boss to bride… ER doc Kiefer Bradford is stunned to find Ashley Marsh is his new boss. And being the only doctor at her medical clinic
presents him with a delicious challenge—staying away from the Southern belle whose kiss once set him alight! Ashley is totally out of bounds,
but as she returns his kisses with a passion that matches the hot summer sun, Kiefer soon wonders… Could she be the one woman to unlock
his heart and lead him from "I can't" to "I do"?

Return to big sky country with this fan-favorite contemporary romance from New York Times bestselling author Diana
Palmer Young, innocent Abby Turner is determined to marry Mr. Absolutely Wrong. And no one can seem to stop
her--until her childhood crush rides back into town, and into her life. Chayce Derringer has deliberately kept his distance
from sweet Abby. But how can he bear to watch her walk down the aisle with another man? It’ll take a true Montana man
to show Abby who her real groom should be… Originally published in 1998.
As a model, Mallory Andrews’ good looks had worked for her for years, but now she’s determined to prove she’s a
talented historical interior designer. To do that she must remain unwavering in her focus regarding her current project, the
restoration of a historical English manor house turned hotel. The problem is, she keeps getting sidetracked by the
handsome and charming grandson of the owner. Renowned hotel magnate and business consultant, Evan Townsend is
retained by the board of his estranged grandmother’s company to make recommendations regarding the failing hotel that
could put his grandmother into bankruptcy. His first chore is to terminate the work Mallory is doing. She launches a
campaign to prove the changes she has made and others she has planned will benefit his grandmother’s financial
bottom line. Evan’s mounting attraction to the beautiful and clever Mallory has him reconsidering his stance on her
present work, yet he remains resistant to her requests not to sell the hotel so her work can continue. If only he could be
as unaffected by her kisses. Both fear the other is using the sexual magnetism between them to get what they want. Can
Mallory and Evan design a way to break through the walls of half-truths and what-ifs to build a lifetime of love?
An unexpected baby… When successful surgeon Grant Smythe's baby half sister is orphaned, Grant is determined to be
there for little Lily—unlike his own father. A convenient proposal… But a challenge for custody means Grant needs a wife,
too! New nanny Sara Marcum is the ideal candidate… A wife forever? It might be temporary, but soon warmhearted Sara
completes more than just Grant's family. Can he convince his bride-for-now to become his forever wife?
STOLEN FROM AUCTION Khrys My career is on the line here. King Zander demoted me. The planet is in crisis over a
viral epidemic affecting the human half-breeds. If I could get my hands on the genetically modified human she could be
the answer to both problems. But I didn’t expect to fall for the feisty little female who stole my heart while I stole her
body. Kailani I’m an upgraded human. Genetically modified
by my Kraa masters to be immune to any illness. Faster.
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Stronger. A better slave for the new master who buys me at auction. I planned to escape before that happened. But
those plans were thwarted by the giant purple horned alien. The warrior didn’t buy me—he stole me. And now he’s
bringing me back to his planet. He says my life will be more than tests in a lab but I don’t know if I can trust him. I don’t
know if I can trust my own judgment. Not when I’m falling for him more and more every planet rotation…
Brady Randell has always been a rebel. Even now, injured out of the air force, he's a dark presence on the Randell
ranch. But enter lovely Lindsey Stafford, and a glint appears in the headstrong pilot's eye. Despite her innocence,
Lindsey takes Brady's brooding nature in her stride. But her arrival has rocked the Randell family to the core. She has
secrets that could destroy them. Now it's up to Brady to fight once more. Not for his country this time, but for the woman
who's found a place in his heart.
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